This paper provides a framework for analyzing white noise disturbances in linear systems. Rather than the usual stochastic approach, noise signals are described as elements in sets and the disturbance rejection properties of the system are considered in a worst case setting. The description is based on constraints in signal space, directly veri able on experimental data. These constraints can be given a representation compatible with standard robust control, allowing the formulation of white noise rejection problems in the presence of other sources of uncertainty. It is also shown how the framework can capture as a special case the usual stochastic approach, with equivalent results.
Introduction
Inaccuracies in mathematical models of physical systems are often characterized by the introduction of external disturbances, which account for phenomena which are too complex or unpredictable to be conveniently captured by the model. A model must then be accompanied by a description of the disturbance, and this implies a basic choice in the mathematical framework. The deterministic approach is to specify a set of allowable disturbances, and leads to worst case analysis over this set. Alternatively, the stochastic paradigm speci es a measure (probability distribution) in the disturbances, and leads naturally to analysis in the average. between classical system identi cation and robust control, since the former relies entirely in the stochastic paradigm for disturbances.
An important remark is that there is nothing inherently stochastic about white noise: it is known that deterministic chaotic systems can produce spectral e ects indistinguishable from random noise.
This discussion leads us to the main objective of this paper, which is to obtain tight deterministic descriptions for white noise, suitable for robust control purposes. We now specify in more detail the objectives these set descriptions should meet:
1. They must allow a nite time horizon formulation; this is essential if these descriptions are to be used in practical problems involving data, such as system identi cation.
2. They must be rich enough to include \typical" instances of stochastic white noise signals.
3. They must be tight enough, so that worst case rejection properties of a system under disturbances of the set are essentially the same as average rejection properties under stochastic white noise. 4 . They must allow for a mathematical formulation similar to other deterministic descriptions of uncertainty, to permit a simple formulation of robust performance problems. The deterministic approach to statistical spectral analysis is not new and goes as far back as Wiener 19] ; a modern reference is 10]. However, these treatments rely entirely on asymptotic properties of signals de ned on in nite time intervals, and are not focused on the rejection problem and the related robustness issues.
In what follows we will present a very natural formulation compatible with the previous requirements; the starting point is the following question: how does one decide whether a signal can be accurately modeled as a stochastic white noise trajectory? Deciding this from experimental data leads to a statistical hypothesis test on a nite length signal. In other words, one will accept a signal as white noise if it belongs to a certain set. The main idea of our formulation is to take this set as the de nition of white noise, and carry out the subsequent analysis in a deterministic setting.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the notation and some preliminary facts; in Section 3, time domain descriptions are given, and they are analyzed from the point of view of the competing requirements (2) and (3) . In Section 4, the same is done with descriptions in the frequency domain. Section 5 provides the multivariable extension of the previous framework. Section 6 summarizes the work and outlines a resulting research direction, which allows for these descriptions to be cast in the mathematical framework of robust control. Some technical proofs are covered in the Appendix.
Notation and Preliminaries
This paper deals with discrete time signals and linear time invariant systems. In sections 2, 3, and 4 we will consider scalar signals and single input/single output (SISO) systems. The multivariable version is given in Section 5. Notation and elementary properties of spectral analysis are presented in this section, in both nite and in nite time horizon cases.
Finite horizon properties
In the nite horizon case, we wish to characterize white signals among sequences of length N, and the steady state response of a linear system to such a disturbance. Therefore, to get sensible answers we must assume that N is much larger than the system time constants.
Under this assumption, the system gain will not be substantially a ected if we consider the signals to be periodic, with period N, and we have available the information of one period.
In fact, the system will not be sensitive to these \long range" correlations we have introduced in the input signals. As a counterpart, this gives tractable expressions. Let x(t) be a periodic, real valued signal, of period N, which will often be identi ed It is easy to show that the sequences r x ( ) and s x (k) form a DFT pair. For an N-periodic signal x(t), we will use as norm the energy over the period, kxk 2 = r x (0) = 1 N P N?1 k=0 s x (k).
We consider a stable, LTI, discrete time SISO system H( ) = P assuming convergence for every (this is true if, for example, H is causal, exponentially stable; this will be assumed in the rest of the paper). The Fourier transform of r h ( ) is the power spectrum s h (e j! ) = jH(e j! )j 2 . Also, the 2-norm of the system is given by
As an immediate consequence of the previous de nitions, the following relationships hold. Under mild assumptions on the system H, (5) carries through to in nite horizon. Also, the corresponding extension of (6) is s y (e j! ) = jH(e j! )j 2 s u (e j! ).
Time domain descriptions

Finite horizon descriptions
The starting point for a deterministic white noise theory is to characterize white signals among all sequences of length N; when faced with the problem of deciding whether an empirical signal is a sample of white noise, a statistician will perform a hypothesis test in terms of some statistic. A common choice is the sample autocorrelation, which should approximate the expected correlation for white noise (a delta function). In other words a scalar signal is x(t) categorized as white if r x ( ) is small compared to r x (0) for nonzero in a certain range (e.g. for values of smaller than a horizon T). Pictorially, the autocorrelation plot, normalized to r x (0) = 1, must fall inside a band around zero, of width , as in Figure 1 . 
The set of all such signals is denoted W N; ;T .
It is natural to introduce a horizon T in which the autocorrelations are required to be small; this reduces the number of constraints, and if the response of a system is to be analyzed, low correlation is only relevant in time scales where the system responds strongly. Both and T are, in fact, a parameterization of a rectangular weight function which speci es our constraints on the autocorrelation. Other shapes of this weight function could be considered, and the following results can be extended with minor modi cations.
The response of an LTI system to signals in such sets will now be analyzed. (13) To analyze this we turn to asymptotic results, as the length N of the data record goes to in nity and nd rates of , T that achieve this compromise. First, we give conditions under which the asymptotic norm is the H 2 norm, which follow obviously from Theorem 1:
Corollary 1 Secondly, a natural requirement for a set description as in de nition (1) to be rich enough is that the set have \large" probability when the signal e ectively comes from a stochastic white process: this is how these sets are chosen in the standard statistical approach. A reasonably general answer is the following (P denotes probability): this is a strong argument in favor of the use of this statistic. This result also supports the notion of distance employed in the correlogram, in terms of the vector 1 norm. In the next section we will see that the \periodogram" is not as well behaved.
In any event, by showing that the asymptotic probability of W N; ;N?1 is 1, it immediately follows that the same holds for W N; ;T , with a smaller growth rate of T.
A simple way to summarize the preceding results in relation to stochastic white noise, is to say that the expected gain of an LTI system to white noise (the H 2 norm), is essentially the same as the worst case gain of the system in a set of signals which is \typical" from the point of view of the probability, when the mechanism which generates the disturbances is assumed to be stochastic.
As remarked before, this assumption cannot be directly veri ed, and there is evidence that non-stochastic systems (e.g. deterministic chaos, see 1] and references therein) can produce similar spectral properties.
Another situation where disturbances are considered is as \residuals" of some system identi cation technique, i.e. an error variable needed to explain the experimental data. Though the system identi cation theory assumes a stochastic model for this disturbance, in practice it always includes other deterministic (e.g. nonlinear) e ects.
The previous results show that in terms of rejection, what matters is the statistical information (which may be directly tied to experiments), not the generating mechanism. Autocorrelation constraints which characterize a disturbance (and may or may not be consistent with the levels for stochastic noise) can be incorporated into a worst-case rejection measure.
In nite horizon descriptions
We conclude the section by considering the in nite horizon counterpart of de nition 1. For brevity, we will treat l 2 , BP signals simultaneously.
De nition 2 A signal in l 2 (or in BP) is said to be white, with accuracy up to time lag T if it satis es jr x ( )j r x (0) = 1 T
The set of all such signals is denoted W ;T . 
It is tempting to consider the set W 0;1 = fx(t) 2 BP; r x ( ) = 0 8 6 = 0g. In this class, (which is the one used in other deterministic spectral analysis treatments, such as 10]) the induced norm is exactly kHk W0;1 = kHk 2 , and moreover, for the bounded power case the class contains trajectories of stochastic white noise:
Theorem 3 Let x(0); ; x(t); be independent, identically distributed random variables, with 0 mean and nite variance. Then P (x 2 W 0;1 ) = 1 (W 0;1 BP).
Proof: For a xed 6 = 0, referring to 5] (proposition 6.31), we nd that the random process z(t) = x(t)x(t + ) is ergodic, so with probability 1, Therefore W 0;1 has probability 1 (countable intersection of probability 1 sets).
These results on W 0;1 are not, however, particularly useful for the following reasons. In the rst place, the constraints on a bounded power signal depend exclusively on its asymptotic behavior: any sequence in R N is a valid truncation of a white power signal. From a practical perspective, it is impossible to know whether a disturbance is in W 0;1 (BP), just as it is to verify that a signal is generated by a stochastic white process. In this respect, it seems that the l 2 version is a better behaved in nite horizon abstraction; if a signal in l 2 is truncated with large enough N so as to capture most of its energy, then the autocorrelations are essentially determined by the truncation.
Also, when dealing with uncertain systems, constraints on the signals must be enforced explicitly in any analysis or synthesis procedure, as will be discussed below. The de nition of W 0;1 requires an in nite number of constraints, which cannot be handled. In the case of a nite number, such as in W ;T (W 0;T in particular), these constraints can be naturally introduced into a robustness analysis or synthesis problem, as is shown in 15].
Frequency domain descriptions 4.1 Finite horizon descriptions
In the frequency domain, the natural object of study is the power spectrum; as the name implies, a \white" signal is characterized by a at power spectrum. Referring to nite length signals, presumably a set characterization of whiteness can be obtained by specifying the periodogram s x (k) to be close to a constant across k; it is di cult, however, to nd a notion of distance in which this holds for typical white noise signals. Figure 2 shows a typical periodogram of a signal obtained from a pseudorandom number generator. As we can see, the periodogram is very erratic, and is not close to its average value in a pointwise sense.
Various authors (see 6] and references therein) have studied the stochastic properties of the periodogram. In the case of Gaussian noise, for example, the following can be shown: This means that if we attempt to characterize white noise by a band of power spectra around a constant value, this band would have to grow arbitrarily to be able to capture stochastic noise. It is not hard to show that the worst case gain under signals in such a band would approach the H 1 norm of the system; therefore, this description would not be tight enough for our purposes. Sets of spectra de ned in terms of other simple vector norms can also be shown to be not satisfactory for similar reasons.
The fact that a \raw" periodogram of a noise signal is not a very well behaved statistic has long been recognized in the statistical spectral analysis community (see 3]). Peaks in the periodogram do not necessarily correspond to underlying periodicities in the time-series, and from this point of view the autocorrelation plot is more signi cant. Another way to say this is that the frequency domain is not a natural set of \coordinates" to uncover trends in noisy data. Rotating the data back to the time domain (autocorrelation plot) gives a tight description for \whiteness": small distance to the delta function in the vector 1 norm.
There is, however, a way around this di culty that has been used extensively in statistical spectral analysis, in terms of smoothing of the periodogram (see 18, 6] ): adequate local averaging in the periodogram reveals the process spectral information. In this section, we will pursue the same smoothing approach to provide set descriptions of white noise. Instead of smoothing by convolution (as in 14]) in this paper we will adopt an approach of averaging in a set of bands: given a uniform lter bank V m (k); m = 0 M ? 1, a white signal will be characterized by having approximately equal energy on these bands. Various designs for the lter bank could be considered; in this paper we will assume for simplicity that the length of the signal is a integer multiple of the number of bands N = MK, and that the lter bank is 
We denote the set of all such signals asŴ N; ;V .
In the de nition, the inner product hs x ; V m i averages the periodogram in the band. The requirement is that the (normalized) band averages be close to the global average of 1 (since these are nonnegative quantities, constraining from above su ces). 
Consider a stable, discrete time linear time invariant system with in general n inputs and p outputs, H( ) = P 1 t=?1 H(t) t , with frequency response H(e j! ). We de ne R H ( ) = P 1 t=?1 H(t + )H 0 (t) and S H (e j! ) = H(e j! )H (e j! ). The 2 norm of H satis es the relation (30). If u(t) 2 l 2 (R n ), y(t) 2 l 2 (R p ) are respectively, the input and output to H, then the following relations hold:
S y (e j! ) = H(e j! )S x (e j! )H(e j! )
Now we give set descriptions of vector valued white noise. In the time domain, R x ( ) should be small for 6 = 0, and that R x (0) must be approximately a constant times the identity matrix. This implies that in addition to the components of x(t) being scalar white noise signals, they must be \spatially" uncorrelated.
Some matrix norms will be used in the following: 
We will denote the set of all such signals by W n ;T .
In the de nition, ( ) is the usual delta function, and the norm k k referred to in the de nition can be in principle any matrix norm. The norm k k 1 has the advantage of giving quadratic constraints on the signal. De ning kHk W n ;T as in (10) 
The set of all such signals is denotedŴ n ;V .
Will not pursue the subsequent analysis, which follows the same lines as before.
Conclusion
In this paper, set characterizations of white noise in terms of constraints in signal space were presented. It was shown how these sets can be \tailored" to adequately capture stochastic noise, retaining its properties in terms of system gain, now understood in a worst case setting.
The parameterization allows, however, a greater exibility in signal characterization, and the nite horizon version allows these descriptions to be tied directly to experimental data.
The bounds obtained for worst-case gain on these sets of signals are useful in showing that this procedure is sound and consistent with the alternative stochastic approach, but they are not exact and too complicated to provide a basis for robust performance analysis when the system H is subject to uncertainty. The major argument given in Section 1 in favor of adopting these deterministic descriptions was, after all, to unify white noise rejection with robustness analysis. Fortunately there is an elegant framework (developed fully in 15]) which encompasses our deterministic descriptions of white noise with other forms of uncertainty in the system. This framework relates to the IQC 20, 13] formulation, and to recent developments in uncertain behavioral systems 7] . The resulting methods for \Robust H 2 " analysis and synthesis have been pursued in 15, 8] .
This framework can be extended, to some degree, to continuous time systems. While \pure" white noise is a di cult object to de ne, it is clear that useful approximations can be obtained, for example, from sets of signals de ned in terms of frequency domain characterizations, in a similar manner to the discrete time case.
The nite horizon version of this framework can also be applied to the area of worst-case system identi cation. Recent work 9, 16] has shown that if noise disturbances are allowed to be arbitrary norm bounded signals, the identi cation problem has high computational complexity. It is to expect that constraining the disturbance in the style of this paper (constraining the freedom of the \adversary" in the identi cation problem) will bring some reduction in complexity.
Appendix
The stochastic results will be proved here. In the sequel, x (0) 
To apply this inequality to the sum r x ( ) = P N?1 n=0 z(t), with z(t) = x(t)x((t + )modN), the following lemma takes care of of the slight dependence between the terms, by dividing the sum in three sums, ensuring z(t), z((t + )modN), z((t ? )modN) fall in di erent groups for each t. We omit the elementary proof, which requires a discussion on the values of N and . 
The probability of the rst set is bounded by (40), setting = . The probability of the second set can be bounded by another use of the Hoe ding inequality, applied to the bounded ?! 1, and using asymptotic normality.
